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1 In troduction
In this paper we study short-time Gibbsianness for a class of infinite-dimensional 
diffusions with general space-time interaction. The diffusion X  =  (Xi (t))i>0)iezd 
is the solution of the following stochastic differential equations (SDE)
dXi(t) =  bi(t, X ) dt +  d B i( t) , t  > 0 ,i  E Z d (1)
with values in Rzd and starting at time 0 in a Gibbs measure called v . The 
drift term  b which characterizes the type of interaction between the coordi­
nates is adapted but can be non-Markovian, i.e., the interaction at time t 
may depend on the values of X  on the full time interval [0, t]. Moreover, it 
does not need to be of gradient type.
Earlier short-time Gibbsianness results could be obtained for b defined 
as a gradient of a Hamiltonian, see [1]. In th a t case one even has a Gibbs 
structure on the path  space C (R+, R )zd and the existence of a reversible 
stationary measure for the dynamics, properties which are heavily used by 
the authors in their proof. In contrast, in our model, as soon as the drift 
is not of gradient form, we do not know if a reversible measure exists (in 
fact, even the existence of a stationary measure is not guaranteed). Another 
im portant difference with previous works consists in the fact tha t, since the 
form of the interaction between the spins (the drift) is quite general, one can 
not make use any more of a decoupling method: this tool was used in [1 ] to 
compare the infinite-dimensional dynamics with another simpler dynamics, 
where a spin is forced to be independent of the others.
For discrete Ising spins there exist also short-time results; for example, in 
[3], [11], Gibbsianness is proved for general local dynamics, making use of a 
reversible measure. See also [9], [4] for results in this direction for non-discrete 
bounded spins. The idea behind short-time conservation of Gibbsianness is 
th a t the time-evolved measure is in a certain sense close to the initial one, 
which was assumed to  be Gibbs. In the case of discrete spins following a 
dynamics of Glauber type (see [11]), this means th a t there is a “sea” (in 
the sense of percolation) of spins th a t did not change at all, and isolated 
islands (for which there is a Peierls estimate) of spins where at least one flip 
occurred. This picture is implemented in a cluster expansion of the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative of the finite-volume distribution at time t w.r.t. the 
finite-volume distribution at time 0 . In order to obtain Gibbsianness, one 
has to show th a t the sum of the cluster weights containing a fixed point (the 
origin) is finite, uniformly in A, for t small enough. The cluster weights have
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contributions from the interaction in the initial measure and from Girsanov 
factors coming from the dynamics. The Girsanov factors are multiplicative 
functionals which are close to 1  for small t, and therefore in good shape for 
a cluster expansion.
We prove here th a t for general drifts satisfying assumptions (A 1 ) - (A3) 
the law of the infinite-dimensional diffusion (1) stays Gibbsian for a (short) 
time. In the case of continuous unbounded spins, the picture is similar as for 
discrete spins but technically much more envolved. One has to set up a cluster 
expansion of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the finite-volume measure at 
time t >  0 too. The factor coming from the Girsanov formula now contains 
stochastic integrals, which can not be turned into ordinary integrals as is 
done in the reversible case, using Itô ’s formula. The control of the Girsanov 
factors reduces to a control of exponential moments of time-reversal of these 
stochastic integrals, which can be done under some regularity conditions. 
Furthermore, our results lead, as a corollary, to a constructive local existence 
for a class of infinite-dimensional SDE with non-Markovian drift.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give def­
initions of Gibbs measures, assumptions on the dynamics, as well as some 
non-trivial examples satisfying the assumptions (A 1 ) - (A3). In section 3 
we state and prove our main theorem. In section 4 we come back to the 
examples and verify the assumptions for them.
2 N ota tion s and D efin itions
In this section we want to define the necessary framework for our study. In 
particular we present a class of examples to which our results apply.
2.1 Interactions and G ibbs m easures
We will work with measures on the configuration space Rzd. Elements of Rzd 
are denoted x, y, z. For A C Zd, x ,y  E RZ , we denote xAzAc the configuration
obtained by concatenating the restriction of x to A with the restriction of z 
to Ac ,i,e.,
We choose the initial distribution v to be a Gibbs measure associated to an 
interaction p  and an a priori measure m. Let us recall some definitions.
(2 )
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D efin itio n  2.1 A n interaction p  on RZ is a collection of functions p A from  
RZ to R, where A is any finite subset of Z d, which satisfy following properties
1. p A is F A-measurable, where F A is the sigma-field generated by the 
canonical projection on RA.
2. p  is absolutely summable, i.e., for  all i E Zd,
HPaH^ <
ABi
3. Translation invariance:
Pa+ì(tìx) =  Pa(x) 
where t  denotes the shift over i: (rix)j  :=  xj - i .
Furthermore, we assume in this paper tha t the initial interaction p  is
a) of finite range, i.e., there exists a r  >  0 such th a t if diam(A) > r ^  
Pa =  0
b) VA, p A is Lipschitz continuous.
Given the interaction p  we define the associated H a m ilto n ia n  h =  (hA)AcZd 
with respect to the boundary condition z E RZ by
hA(xa,Zac) =  ^ 2  PA' (xaZac). (3)
A' :A'nA=0
(The above sum is finite since p  is of finite range. )
The fin ite -v o lu m e  G ib b s  m e asu re  with boundary condition z w.r.t. 
an a priori measure m  is then given by
vA,z(dxA) = exp(—hA(xA, z A c ) )  m {dxA) (4)
Z A
where ZA =  JrA e x p ( -h A(yA, zAc))m(dyA) is the finite-volume partition func­
tion. We consider as a priori measure m  a finite product measure, absolutely
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continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. By absolute summability of the inter­
actions, we then have th a t the partition functions ZA are finite. As usual, 
the finite-volume Gibbs measure with free boundary condition is defined by
vA{dxa) :=  exp(— ^  ipA(xa)) m {dxA) (5)
A AcA
D efin itio n  2.2 The measure ß is a Gibbs measure with interaction p  and 
a priori measure m, i f  for all finite A C Zd and smooth test functions f  
F A-measurable,
J f  (xa) ß(dx) =  ƒ  ƒ  f  (xa) VA,z(dxA)ß(dz), (6 )
which means that vA,z is a version of the conditional probability
ß(dxA|xAc =  Zac ).
Let us recall th a t (6 ) is satisfied for all A as soon as it is satisfied for singletons 
(see for example [5]), i.e., as soon as for each i E Zd
, ,  I \ exp( hi (xi, xZd\i)) , , s /„s
ß{dxi\xZd\i) = -r-------¡—r-,---------- TT— - j — m{dxi) (7) 
J exp(-hi(yi,xZd\i))m(dyi)
where hi is given by (3) for A =  {i}.
R e m a rk  2.1 Since we restrict ourselves in this paper to interactions which 
are uniformly bounded, certain natural interactions such as quadratic ones 
are not included here. In fact, all “unboundedness” is hidden in the a priori 
measure (the log of the density of m  has to be unbounded for the partition 
functions to be finite).
2.2 D ynam ics
Let Q =  C (R+, R )Zd be the path  space for continuous trajectories of the time 
evolution of the continuous spin system endowed with the canonical sigma- 
field F .
We denote by P  =  ®ieZd Pi the Wiener measure on Q, resp. by P x =  ®ieZd Pi x 
the Wiener measure with deterministic initial condition x =  (xi)i E RZ , 
which will be denoted in the finite-volume case just by PA =  ®ieAPXx.
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Moreover PjX’y is the law of a Brownian bridge on [0, t] obtained by condi­
tioning P  to be at time 0 in x and at time t in y.
The time-reversal 9 =  (9t )t> 0 is a family of functionals on the path  space 
Q. It is defined as follows for t >  0 and u(-) E C ([0, t] , R )Zd:
9tu(-) := u ( t  -  ■). (9)
We consider the following infinite-dimensional system of stochastic differen­
tial equations :
d X i (t) =  bi ( t , X ) dt +  dB i (t), t >  0, i E Zd (
X  (0 ) -  v ( )
where (Bi)ieZd is a sequence of real-valued independent Brownian motions . 
The drift term  bi ( t ,u )  at time t may possibly depend on the values of u  on 
the whole time interval [0,t], thus in particular X  could be non-Markovian. 
We suppose the existence of a solution of the system (10) and denote it by 
Qv, resp. Qx if the initial condition is deterministic (v =  8X).
The drift term  b =  (bi)i satisfies the following assumptions (A1)-(A3). 
(A1) T ra n s la tio n  in v a ria n t, f in ite  ra n g e  a n d  a d a p te d , i.e.,
Vi E Zd,bi ( t ,u )  =  b0(t,Tiu)  (11)
and b0( t ,u )  =  b0(t,UN) =  b0(t, ( u n (s) : 0 <  s < t)) ( 1 2 )
where N c  Zd is a fixed finite connected set containing the origin
(A2 ) L ip sc h itz  c o n tin u o u s  uniformly on each compact time interval:
VT >  0 3K  (T ) >  0 such tha t
|b0( t ,u )  -  60( t ,u ;)| <  K (T ) sup |u j(s) -  u j(s) | (13)
0<s<t,jeN
(A3) E x p o n e n tia l  m o m e n t of som e tim e -re v e rsa l fu n c tio n a l:
b is such tha t, if denotes the functional
F%(X):= [  b0( s , X ) d X 0( s ) - l -  [  b20( s ,X ) d s  (14)
2 '0u
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its time-reversal F0 ◦ $t is well defined and satisfies
for every initial condition x G RZd. Here, the integer p is the next 
odd number larger than  m ax(range(b), range(p)) +  1  (see the proof of 
Lemma 3.4, equation (3.3)).
We want to present some classes of drifts b which satisfy the above re­
quirements (A1)-(A3).
E x a m p le  2.1 M ark o v ian  d r if t
Let b0(t,w) =  b0(i,^N (t)) be a Lipschitz continuous Markovian drift with 
finite range N . Moreover we assume for  j  G N  the existence of the first 
derivative b'0 :=  ^f~bo with, for all T  > 0
||b||T,rc +  ||b'||T,^ :=  sup sup (|bo(t,x)| +  |b0(t,x ) |)  <  + to . (16)
t<TxeRZd
This class encloses in particular the Hamiltonian drift from Theorem 1 in [1] 
as a special case.
The second example describes an interaction between the coordinates 
which is spatially degenerate (self-interaction) but has long tem poral memory 
and is thus non-Markovian.
E x a m p le  2.2 L ong  m e m o ry  case
Let the drift bi be defined as
bi(t,w ) =  [  e(s)(^i(s) -  ^i(0)) ds (17)
0
where the locally integrable memory function e : [0, to] 0  R has the weak 
continuity property
J0 e(s)ds ^ 00 °  (18)
The th ird  example is a generalisation of the first ones.
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E x a m p le  2.3 T e m p o ra l a n d  sp a tia l  in te ra c t io n
Let b be given by
bi (t,w) =  Í  a i (t — s,w (s) — w(0)) dV  (19)
0
where the integrator V  can be deterministic or stochastic (adapted) and of 
bounded variation. The functions a i are Lipschitz continuous and spatially 
local, i.e.,
a i(t  — s ,x ) =  ao(t — s, (tíx )n )• (2 0 )
The proof th a t the drifts described in the three examples above satisfy 
assumptions (A1)-(A3) is postponed to the Appendix. In particular we will 
there explicitly compute the time-reversal functional F0 o Qt and provide a 
proof of the existence of its exponential moments.
3 M ain result and its proof
The following theorem is the main result of our paper.
T h e o re m  3.1 Let us consider an infinite-dimensional Brownian diffusion 
solution of the system of SDE (10) where the drift term b satisfies the prop­
erties (A1)-(A3) given in the previous section. Suppose the initial distribu­
tion v to be a Gibbs measure associated to an a priori measure m  and to a 
finite-range Lipschitz continuous interaction p.
Then there is a time t0 := t0(p, b) >  0 such that for any time t <  t0 the law 
of the diffusion at time is a Gibbs measure associated to the a priori measure 
m  and to an absolutely summable interaction p t .
A main step in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is a representation lemma, presented 
in the next subsection.
3.1 T he fin ite-dim ensional density  at tim e t
Let us first introduce finite-volume dynamics in A in the following way
ƒ dX A(t) =  bi ( t,X )d t +  dBi (t), i G A such th a t N  +  i Ç A 
1 dX A (t) =  dBi (t), i G A such th a t N  +  i ^  A.
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For the finite-volume Gibbs measure va (the finite-volume measure with free 
boundary condition) we define vA to be the distribution of (X A(t))ieA starting 
from vA at time 0 .
L em m a  3.1 Let f ,  (xA) be the density of the finite-volume probability mea­
sure vA w.r.t. m (dxA). Let therefore f ,  denote the (Gibbsian) density of vA 
w.r.t. m (dxA). Then there exists a time t0 >  0, such that for any t <  t0 the 
ratio f t / f A admits a cluster representation:
<k <xa) _  k m exp a (r)w t (r , x r )
rcAd v , ^ 1' f  (xa) 
where th e“cluster weights” wt ( r ,x r ) satisfy
Vi G Zd, sup |wt ( r ,x r )| <  to
(2 2 )
(23)
rsi xeR£
and a ( r )  are combinatorial factors. The sum runs over clusters r  which will 
be described in (70).
Suppose Lemma 3.1 holds true. We now show why it implies the claim of the 
main theorem when v is a Gibbs measure with free boundary counditions. 
Let us denote by Y ^(x) the conditional density
YA (x) f A (xA)
and rewrite it as 
Y ^ x ) ZaQsa)
/ aO* a)
X
m  (yixA\i)m (dyi)
‘ f i ï V i X A V ) f ^ ( y j X A \i }  
Í a Í V í X a \ i )  f i ( x i X A \i )
m(dyi)
- i
(24)
(25)
Then using the claim of lemma 3.1 we have a cluster representation of the 
ratio f t / f ° . So (25) becomes
exp a (r)w t (r , x r )
rcA
x
rcA A'cAA 'Bi
exp (E o(r)ro‘( r ,  (siiiA\i)r)) ) X exp( — ^  p , ' (.¡/ü a v ) — P a' (x ü a \ íM m(dyi)
(26)
-1,
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where we used (5) to express the integral in the r.h.s. of (25) in terms of the 
interaction p. The sum runs over all clusters r  whose support is contained in 
the subset A. Since the sum over all clusters whose support does not contain 
i cancel out in the ratio, (26) becomes
expl a (r )w t ( r , xr) — E a'ca p , ' ( x , )
\rcA A 'Bi
T  —  ___________________ EË!____________________________________________________
1 A W  ~  /  \  •
ƒ expl a (r)w t (r , (y ix ,\i)r)) — E a' ca p , '(y ix ,\i) )  Jm(dyi)\rcA A'Bi J
r Bi
t,i d (27) 
Due to the claim of lemma 3.1, Y /(x )  converges, as A goes to Zd, uniformly 
in x, towards
exp(—ht (xi,xZd \i))
ƒ  exp (— (yi, xZ d\i))dm (yi)
where ht is given by
(28)
hi(xi,xZd\i) =  — a (r)w t( r , x r) +  p , '(x )  (29)
rsi A'si
which is built from an absolutely summable interaction p t . In particular we 
have proven th a t uniformly in x, for t <  t0
dv^(xi|x ,\i) — 0 dvt (xi|xZd\i) (30)
A^Zd '
which implies tha t vt is Gibbs, see (7) in section 2 . 1 .
Let us remark tha t in order to prove (22) in the previous lemma we 
can replace the reference measure m  by any other one, for example by the 
Lebesgue measure since
duA _  iiu_a - 3 1 .
dm dm dx dx
3.2 C luster expansion of the finite-dim ensional density
Let v t be the finite-volume time-evolved measure with initial free boundary 
condition defined above. To prove lemma 3.1 we perform a cluster expansion
r dfi j dvA
dx ! dx •
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To do this, we first provide a representation of f  t , the density of v t 
w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. By the Lebesgue density theorem, the density f  
of an absolutely continuous measure ß w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure can be 
computed via
f ( x )  = lim ƒ  - ^ - ß ( d y )  (32)
where he(y) =  l[x- e)x+e](y).
In a |A|-dimensional situation, one takes h£(xA) =  n ^ a h ( x i);
Thus, for ß =  vt
ƒ  ^ h e(xA)d v l(x Aì = E Q.v .(^-he(X (t) i)  = I  ^ E Q,A (h ,(X ( t) ) ivA(dyA)-
(33)
This leads to
L em m a  3.2 The density ƒ£ of v \  w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure is given by 
A M  = t£ AE ^ ],A( r i ex p ( ^  bi(s ,X )dX i(s)  -  ^  ƒ  b2i (s ,X )d s^ jx  
J^Pt(yi,xi)vA  (dy , ) (34)
ieA
where pt is the transition kernel of a standard Brownian motion and P^X] A 
is the law of the |A |-dimensional Brownian bridge being at time 0 in yA and 
in x at time t .
P ro o f:
Using Girsanov’s formula
d Q K W  =  e x p f V  [ t bl ( s ,X ) d X l ( s ) - l  f  b ¡ ( s ,X ) d s ) d P yA(X )  (35)
'  ieA Jo 2 J 0 /
where PA is the product of independent Wiener measures. Then 
EQA(hE(X  (Í))) =
E P, ( U e x p ^ J ‘ b,(s,X)dX,(s) -  \  X 'y L ^ h U x m ^  <36)
0 0
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H j ^ \ E ^ h^ X A m  =
M I W /  h {s ,X )d X i{ s )  -  ^  I  t f ( s ,X ) d s ) \ X A(t) = x A) x Y [ 'P t ( y i ,x i)
and taking the limit e 0  0 gives
eA 'yo J0 ieA
which we can rewrite as
(37)
BpJJl A ( Ü  exp( f  M«. X ) iX i ( s )  -  i  f  % (s ,X )d s ) )Y [ p t(y i ,Z i ) -  (38)
ie 0 2 0 ie 
So finally we obtain, plugging in (38) into (33):
/a ( xa) =  f RAEp^ t],A( r [ e x p ( ^  bi(s ,X )dX i(s)  ~  \  Jq b2i (s ,X )ds)^j  x 
J^ P t(y i,x i)  v ,(d y ,)•
ie
(39)
□
Using the previous lemma 3.2 we write the ratio ƒ£/ f °  as
/ a ( x a ) =
/ a ( x a )
/ RAE P[, ;]A( n exp ( j (  bi{s ,X )dX i(s)  ƒ  b2(s, X)ds^j x
I I * (yi,x i)exm  — p a (y) J exW +  p a (x) J dy ,.
i c A V A r~ A /  V A r~ A /
(40)
We will now prove 
L em m a  3.3
f A (xA)p0, , - E p . ( i 4 o 0 t), (41)
f A (x A )
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where the functional RA is defined as
rt i pt
4 ( A )  : = ] [  exp ( j  b i(s ,X )dX i(s)  -  ^  J  b2( s , X ) d s ) xr a ) : = n ex p i  I
ieA \ Jo
ex^ — Y  ^ a (x (0 ) )  -  P a (x ( t ) )
x AcA
P ro o f:
Due to (42) and (40) 
ft
(42)
# 4 =  / , E P S ; . , ( « U n  M.W, :<■,)*/»• (43)
/.;<:>■ a )  W P^ y" 'A >eA
Since 0  o 0t =  Id  we can also write the ratio as
Epm’xi A ( o 0t o 0t) l l P t(y¿> x i) dyA (44)R ! u ^ u ^
ieA
or
/ E p0’xi Aotfr1 (RA o 0t) n  pt (yi, x i) dyA- (45)
RA [M’A ‘ ieA
The image of the time-reversal of the Brownian bridge is again a Brownian 
bridge now with reversed starting and final points, P^’X] A ◦ 0 - 1 =  P[X ’ ^  A- 
Furthermore the kernel p t is symmetric, i.e., p t (x,y) =  pt (y,x). Thus the 
expectation is now taken w.r.t. a Brownian bridge starting in x and being 
in y at time t. Integrating out all possible final points y, the above integral 
(45) reduces simply to
E pA (RA o 0t) (46)
which leaves us with an expectation w.r.t. independent Brownian motion 
starting in xA of some time-reversed functional RA o 0t .
□
3.3 C luster estim ates of f  /f0
To decompose the expectation (46) in terms of clusters we write RA (X ) o 0t 
under the form exp — AcA ^ A(t, X ) on the path  space, where ^ A is F A- 
measurable and apply a standard Mayer expansion for t  small. ^ A includes 
a contribution from Girsanov terms and the interaction at time 0.
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Indeed one can write
RA o 0,{X ) =  J J exp{ —'* A (t,X )) (47)
Ac
with ^  is defined as
$ a {t, X  ) =  $A {X ) +  Pa {X (t)) — Pa {X {0)) {48)
and
{49)
Next we give the usual definitions for performing a cluster expansion. 
Remember th a t the drift b and the initial interaction p  are of finite range. 
So we can fix a natural number N  =  N(b, p) which depends only on the range 
of b and p  such th a t for |A| >  N , ^ A =  0. We call a cluster 7  =  {A1, ...An} 
a collection of such elements Ai such th a t any two Ai , Aj G 7  are connected,
i.e., there exists a sequence i =  i 1,..., im =  j  such th a t Ai1 nA i2 =  0,...,A i m- 1  n 
Aim =  0. The support of the cluster 7  is the finite subset Ui=1r„ ,nAi and is 
denoted by supp(Y). |y| denotes the cardinality of the support of 7 . Clusters 
7 i , 7 j are said compatible if their supports are disjoint. Let CA be the set of 
all collections of compatible clusters in A. We expand
Ac n= 1 {Yl’-Yn}eCA
where
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Hence, following Lemma 3.3, we obtain
ƒ / ƒ  (xa) =  E p J n  (e -'fA(,’X) -  1 +  1 ) )
McA '
= l + E P ;( ' ¿  J ]  Ì K ‘(7l)(.Y)^X‘(7„)(À'))
n= 1 {YI ,-Yn}eCA ‘ '
= 1 + V  V i-Epx ( t f i r i i X ) )  ...Ep* ( K f ^ X ) )
n=1  {yi,...Yn}eCAn ' '  '  '  '
^  i 
=: 1 + ¿ 2  ¿ J  —wî(yi,x)...wî(y„,x)
{52)
where the cluster weights are given by
w*(7 ,x) := E pJ K*(7 )(X ) ). (53)
We bound the weights W as follows.
L em m a  3.4 There exists a strictly positive function  A(t) which tends to 0 
for  t 0  0, such that for all clusters 7  in A,
sup |w*(7 , x)| <  e-c(t)|Y (54)
A,x
where c(t) :=  — log(A(t)).
P ro o f:
The next technical problem is to interchange several times integration and 
products. We thus use the following generalised Holder inequalities proved 
in Lemma 5.2 of [6].
L em m a  3.5 Let (ßk )kex be a family of probability measures, each one defined 
on a space where the indices k belong to a finite set x . Let us also define 
a finite family  (g*)* of functions on E x =  x fcexE fc such that each g  is Xi-local 
for a certain x* C x in the sense that
gi(e) =  gi(eXi), for  e =  (efc)fcex G E x• (55)
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Let p  >  1 be numbers such that
Vk G x^ Y  1/pi <  1
{i:Xi3k}
Then
'Ex i
|gi |Pi ®fcexi
I Ex
1/Pi
{56)
We apply this lemma with x =supp(Y) ( 7  = : {A1, ..., An}), x* =  A*, gi =  
e- ^Ai — 1 and =  PX Let p >  N  be the next odd number larger than  N  
and let p* =  p for all i. Then A.3fc 1/p* <  N /p  <  1. Lemma 3.5 provides
|w*(T,x)| E p J  K ( y)(x ) < I I e '
i=1
r ^Ai (t,X) _  1
P\ 1/P
{57)
Recall th a t the functional ^ A was defined in (48). Since p A is Lipschitz 
continuous with a constant C  >  0 independent of A, the cardinality of A* 
is uniformly bounded by N  and $A =  0 only if there exists a k such tha t 
A =  N  +  k, we obtain
| i . 4{t,X )| <  JW '+ k |*V + k{X )| +  C sup  |Xj{t) — Xj{0)|. {58)
jeA
Using the simple fact tha t, for a, b >  0,
(eb ■ e° — 1 )p <  2P ( e ^ V  — 1 )p +  (e° — 1 ) (59)
and the estimate (58), we get
E p*| |e- ^ A(i’X) — 1|p
< E p 4  ( exp( |$N+k (X  ) 11lA=N+k +  C sup |Xj (t) — X j (0)|) — 1jeA
< 2P E p J  exp (pC sup |Xj (t) — X j (0)|) (exp (|$N+fc (X  ) | lA=N+fc) — 1) î 
jeA
+  2pE p 4  (exp(C sup |X j(t) — X j(0)|) — 1)J
jeA
-  2P Epx (G M (t, X  )) +  2P Ep * (G2,a (t, X  )).
(60)
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P
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
Ep x (G 1 ,a ( t ,X  ))
r -, 2px 1/2 / x 1/2
e x p (|$N+fc(X)|1A=N+fc) — 1 ) E p J  exp(2pC sup|X j(t) — X j(0)|)<  E Px
j eA
, 2 \  1/2 / X 1/2
< E Px ( (exp|F¿ o 0t (X )| — 1) p j E Px ( exp(2pC sup|X j(t) — X j(0)|)
{61)
The exponential moment condition (A4) assures th a t exp |F ¿(X ) o 0t | con­
verges in L 2p(P x) towards 1 for t going to 0 uniformly in x. So there exists 
a positive function c1 (t) only depending on t vanishing when t is going to 0 , 
such th a t
Epx ( (exp |F t o dt (X )| — 1 ) 2p) 1/2 = : d ( t) .  (62)
The second term  in (61) will be controlled as follows. We recall th a t X  is a 
family of independent Brownian motions under P x, thus
E Px ^exp(2pGsup|Xj(í) — Xj(0) |)^  <  E(exp(2pGN V t\Z \) )  = : Ci(t) (63)
were Z  is a standard Gaussian variable. Clearly, the function c \( t) tends to
1 as t goes to 0. We now obtain,
E Px(Gi;A( í ,X )) <  ciit)ci{t) :=  C\{t) with lim G i(i) =  0. (64)t——0
In a similar way we obtain
E p x (G2 ( t ,p ,X  )) = E p x i  (exp(C  sup |Xj (t) — X j (0)|) — 1 )
V jeA
< E^(exp(GiV(&, tp)Vt\Z\) -  l ) P^ J
/  r C N V t \ Z \  \
< E m j  exp(w)du)PJ
(65)
<  (C N )pV ? E ^ \ Z \ p e x v (p C N \/ t \Z \ ) )  = : c2 (i),
where c2(t) vanishes for t small. So finally
EPx (G2( t ,p ,X )) <  c2 (t) with lim c2 (t) =  0. (6 6 )t— 0
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Thus, calling
A(t) := 2 ( C 1 (t) +  c2(t) ) and c(t) =  — log A(t) (67)
1/Np
we obtain the desired cluster weight bound
|wt(Y,x)| =  |E px (K t(Y)(x )) | <  exp (—c(t)|Y|) . (68)
Note th a t this bound is uniform in the initial condition x.
□
ft (™ )
To complete the proof of Lemma 3.1, we need a cluster expansion of log( )• 
This will be done using the Kotecky-Preiss criterion (see [8 ], p. 492). The 
bound (6 8 ) provides tha t, for t <  t0 small enough and any y C A,
sup sup E |wt (Y/, x ) |e |Y 1 <  |y|. (69)
xeRZ AcZ 7/:s«pp(7)ns«pp(7/)=0
Indeed, by the finite-range assumption, the number of clusters y of size n, 
containing a fixed point is bounded by ecn where c >  0 does not depend on 
t. So an absolutely convergent expansion of the logarithm of the series (52) 
exists for t small enough:
U »{xA) )  r : . h l ;:::rY.)€uA {70)
= ^ 5 ^  a (r )w t ( r , x)
rcA
with a ( r )  and q(y1, ..., Yn) purely combinatorial terms coming from the Taylor 
expansion, and wt ( r ,x )  depends only on xr . The set U» is the set of all 
compatible clusters whose union is connected too, the la tter sum runs over 
all clusters r  which consist of compatible y¿.
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is now completed.
□
Next we want to show th a t if the diffusion starts with any Gibbs measure 
v , i.e., not necessarily with a measure with free boundary conditions vfree,
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the probability measure vt is Gibbs associated to the same interaction. This 
is done by using the second part of the variational principle characterizing 
Gibbs measures ( [5], section 15.4). It applies in our context, even if spins 
are unbounded, since the a priori measure is finite and the interactions are 
absolutely summable.
First notice tha t, if initially the relative entropy density i(v |vAree) van­
ishes, then the relative entropy density of the time-evolved measure satisfies
i(vt |vt’Aree) <  i(v 1 |vAree) =  0
for all t >  0. Hence if vt,Aree is Gibbs with a absolutely summable interaction, 
then vt is Gibbs with the same interaction. Notice th a t this fact does not 
depend on t being small.
In the lemma below we show tha t i(v |v Aree) =  0 is zero for every extremal 
Gibbs measure v with interaction p. By convexity of the relative entropy 
density, this then extends to all Gibbs measures v with interaction p. The 
proof follows the standard argument of the variational principle (boundary 
condition independence of the pressure), see [5]. We prefer to  spell it out 
however, for the sake of completeness, as we are in a context of unbounded 
spins.
L em m a  3.6 Let v be an extremal initial Gibbs measure and vAree a Gibbs 
measure with free boundary condition. Then the relative entropy density 
i(v |v Aree) is 0.
P r o o f  o f th e  lem m a:
Let A C Zd, v and vAree be defined as in the assumption of the lemma. 
The relative entropy in volume A of v w.r.t. vfree is defined by
= I lo g ( )M d x A )  (71)
v dvA
By the DLR condition,
d u a ( x a ) =  ƒ  exP ( A, Za ^ Ua(d z Ac) (72)
As usual, we show th a t
dv»
dvfree
(x») <  exp(o(|A |)) (73)
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uniformly in x, where
dUA O a) =  f e x p í -  Y VA{xAzAc ) \ ^ ^ u A{dzAc). (74)
V 4nAC=fl /  Ai Aree v“ i I L { /  v r ^ v' J» A / I yzdvA ^  A c 0 /  ZAnA=0
The ratio of the partition functions is equal to 
ZAree 1  f
— =  —  ex_p(-hA(xA))m (dxA) (75)
ZA ZA J
= ƒ  exp(—/¿aOa) + M xa, za))6XP( h^ Al ZA^ m (d xA) (76) 
=  Í e^ p (  Y  'Pa {x a zAc) \  h^ A’ ZAc^ m (dxA) (77)
^  ^AnA=0 '  »AnAc=0
=  E v i í e x p f  Y  Pa(X»z»c) J J  (78)
V v A n A = 0 / /
AnAc=0
We bound the interaction by its supnorm and use th a t p  is absolute summable 
to deduce th a t
Y  Pa(x»z»c) <  o(|A|) (79)
AnA=0AnAc=0
which means for the ratio of the partition functions (75) th a t
Z  Aree
A <  exp(o(|A|)) (80)
Z zA
and a fortiori we conclude tha t
< ƒ  exp(o(|A|))i/A(d^) (81)
=  exp (o(|A |)). (82)
The relative entropy becomes
I»(v» |vAree) <  ƒ  o(|A |)v»(dx») =  o(|A|) (83)
and therefore the relative entropy density
1
AT¿d |A|
i(vAWA ee) = lim -rr-¡h(uA\ufAree) = 0
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□R e m a rk  3.1 I f  we want to drop the assumption of translation invariance of 
the initial interaction p  we have to proceed as follows: First derive as before 
the cluster expansion for the free-boundary-condition initial measure; 
then, use the well known fact(see e.g. [5]) that every Gibbs measure associ­
ated to a given interaction p  is a mixture of extremal Gibbs measures, which 
are themselves limits of finite-volume Gibbs measures with fixed boundary 
conditions. Now, fix a boundary condition z and look at the finite-volume 
dynamics (2 1 ) where the initial distribution is given by vA,z instead of vA. 
We call v^ the distribution of (X a (i))ieA starting from  vA,z . One can with­
out difficulty adapt the result of Lemma 3.1 to the case with this boundary 
condition. There exists a similar cluster expansion, with weights (depending 
on z )  which can be controlled too. Now the main argument is the following: 
The upper bounds in (58) are uniform in z since the Lipschitz constant C  
of the interaction is independent of the boundary condition. Therefore the 
cluster weights - similar to (6 8 )- are uniform in z, and the cluster expansion 
-generalizing (70)- converges when the volume A goes to Z d.
C o ro lla ry  3.1 The proof of Theorem 3.1 provides a constructive way to 
obtain a solution of the system  ( 1 ) on a small time interval as limit (in terms 
of cluster expansions) of finite-dimensional approximations, whose existence 
is ensured by the assumption (13).
4 A p p end ix
In this section we want to show th a t the assumptions on the drift are satisfied 
for the presented class of examples.
4.1 Exam ple 2.1: M arkovian D rift
We will check the condition (A3) when the drift is Markovian. First of all 
we compute the time-reversal of the functional in X
f b o i s ^ i s ^ d X o i s ) - ^  f  b20( s , X ( s ) ) d s = : I t X X ) ~ l  f  b20(s, X(s) )ds ,  
Jo 2 J0 2 J 0
{85)
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where the stochastic integral part 1 t (X ) is defined as
/ t (X) =  /  b0(s ,X (s))d X 0(s) =  1—a  V  b0(sj - 1 ,X (s j - i ))(X 0(sj ) -  X 0(sj - i ))(86)/  ,  V 3 _n — a  / -J ' J
As^ Q j =1
with As the mesh size and 0 =  s0 <  ... <  sn =  t a partition of [0,t]. Then 
the time-reversal of the stochastic integral given in (8 6 ) is
n
it  O 0t (X) =  .1—n ' Y  b0(sj - 1 ,X ( t  -  sj - i ))(X 0(t -  sj ) -  X 0(t -  sj - i ))
As —Q j = 1
~ = n j - n—a  Y b0(t -  r j , x ( r j ))(X 0(rj ) -  X 0(rj - 1 ))
Ar —Q j = 1
n
n—a  Y b0(t -  r j - 1 ,X ( r j - 1 ))(X 0(rj ) -  X 0(rj - 1 ))__  ' 3
Ar—Q j _1
n
lim i lr\ \ i ---n—a X !  b0(t -  r3 ,X ( f j ) +  b0 (r3—15 X (r j-1 ))(X 0(rj ) -  X 0 (r3-1))
Ar—Q 3_1
{87)
which is equal to the sum of an Itô integral and twice a Stratonovich integral,
Í  b0(t — s ,X (s))d X 0(s) — 2 Í  b0(t — s ,X (s))  o dX 0(s). (8 8 ) 
0 0
Note th a t X 0 is Brownian motion under the measure P x. So using the Itô- 
Stratanovich relation (see e.g. definition 3.13 in [7]), we obtain under
1  O $t(X) =  — f  b0(t — s ,X (s))d X 0(s) — f  b0(t — s ,X (s ) )d s - (89) 
0 0
The second integral in (85) is an ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes integral. So we 
obtain t t
b0(s,-(s))ds^ o 0t (X ) =  J  (t — s ,X (s))d s . (90)
Thus, the time-reversal of (85) is equal to 
F t o 0t (X  ) =
— J  b0(t — s, X (s))d X 0(s) — j  {b^it — s, x (s)) +  — &g(i — s, x (s)))ds.
0 0 (91)
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To obtain the convergence of exp |F t o 0t (X )| towards 1 when t tends 
to 0 in L 2p(P x), since the a.s. convergence is clear, it is enough to prove a 
uniform bound for t G [0,1] in L2p >  p. Indeed
Ep4  exp ( 2p' |F0 o 0t (X)|t t
(92)
<  ept(||bQ||»+ 2||b,Q||a )E p J  exp(2p'| / 60(t — s ,X (s))d X 0(s)|) .
The first term  on the right side is bounded for t G [0,1]. The second term  
can be controlled as follows:
E P exp(2p'| J  b0(t — s ,X (s))d X 0(s)|)
<  E P^ e x p (2 p ; J  b0(t — s ,X (s))d X 0(s))^  +  E P^ e x p ( —2p; J  b0(t — s ,X (s))d X 0(s)) 
0 0 (93)
Since exp(2p' J0t b0(t — s, X (s))d X 0(s) — 2p/2 J0t b"^ (t — s, X)(s))ds) (resp. 
exp(—2p' J0 b0(t—s, X (s))d X 0(s)—2p/2 J0t b0(t—s, X (s))d s)) is a P x-martingale 
with expectation 1
E p ^ e x p (2p' ƒ  60(t — s ,X (s))d X 0( s ) ^  <  e2p'2t||bQ||a
/  , t \  (94)
and E P4  exp(—2p' J  b0(t — s ,X (s))d X 0(s ))J  <  e2p/2t||bQ||a, 
which are bounded uniformly for t G [0,1] too.
4.2 E xam ples 2.2 and 2.3: 
tem poral -and spatial- interaction
We want now to do explicit computations for the long-memory example 
b¿( t ,w) =  f0  e(s)(wj(s) — Wj(0))ds with e satisfying (18). The requirement 
(A2 ) holds since
[  e(s)(^ 0(s) — ^ 0(0))ds — Í  e(s)(^ 0(s) — ^ 0(0))ds 
0 0
< 2 e(s)ds sup |w0(s) — ^ 0(s)|
(95)
0< s<t
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To prove the condition (A3) we first analyse the stochastic integral term  
J t(X ) :=  J0t b0(s ,X )d X 0(s).
J t(X ) =  ƒ* T e ( r ) ( X 0(r) — X 0(0 )) d rd X 0(s)
J 0 ./0
=  Jo e(r) ƒ  dX 0(s)(X 0(r) — X 0(0 )) dr (96)
=  [  e (r)(X 0(t) — X 0(r))(X 0(r) — X 0(0 )) dr
0
(for the interchange of the order of integration, see for example the lecture 
notes [12]). The integral is now an ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes one. Hence, 
its time-reversal satisfies
Jt o 0t (X  )
[  e (r)(X 0(0 ) — X 0(t — r))(X 0(t — r) — X 0(t)) dr
0
[  e(t — r ') (X 0(t) — X 0(r '))(X 0(r') — X 0(0 )) dr'.
Similar computations lead us to the time-reversal of the functional 
X  Í  (  Í  e (r)(X 0(r) — X 0 (0))dr^ dsY
(97)
0 0
One obtains ft / f'S \ 2
j  ( J  e(t — r)(X 0(r) — X 0(0 ) ) d r j  ds.
Thus
F 0 o ^t(X) =  [  e(t — s)(X 0(t) — X 0(s))(X 0(s) — X 0(0)) ds 
0
\  [  (  [  -  r ) ( X0(r) -  X o(0))dr] ds.0 0
{98)
As in the above example 4.1 the convergence of exp | F t o 0t (X )| in L 2p (P x) for 
t 0  0 is a direct consequence of a uniform bound for t G [0,1] in L2p/,p ' >  p,
24
0
which we now prove.
Epx ^exp(2p' |F0 o 0t(X )|) ) <  E p ^  exp(p 'e(t) ( 2 +  te (t)) sup[X 0(s) — X 0(0 )]'
p/e(t)(2+te(t))'
< E p ^q I sup
s t
exp( X  (s) — X  (0))'
<  E p*q | sup [exp(X (s) — X (0 )) 2]c
s t
(99)
where e(t) = : J0t e(s)ds and c =  p'e(1)(2 +  e(1)). Since X (t) is a Brownian 
motion w.r.t. Pqq, we can apply Doob’s inequality and then obtain
EP* ^ex p ^2 j/ |F 0* ° 0t ( X ) | ^  <  E P*o ^exp 2c|X (i) -  X(0)|^J
c
< ( -— - ) c E(exp(2c-\/i|2’|))
<  (—-—) cE (exp(2c |Z |)) <  +00
c 1
( 1 0 0 )
where Z  is a standard Gaussian variable. The proof of (A3) is now completed 
for the example 2 .2 .
Example 2.3 can be treated in a very similar way, we leave the straightforward 
details here to the reader.
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